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Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR ) Article 8 Disclosure for the following 
Fund: 

• Global Leaders Sustainability Fund 
• U.S. Equity Sustainability Fund  Environmental and social characteristics are achieved by systematically integrating what the Investment Manager deems to be financially material environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in its fundamental company research. The assessment of potential ESG risks and opportunities is guided by a proprietary industry materiality framework that was developed internally by the Investment Manager. Building on this materiality framework, the Investment Manager has developed a qualitative ESG ratings system that is fully aligned with the Investment Manager’s views on the ESG factors that affect company performance. Environmental areas of focus include climate change, natural resources stewardship, pollution and waste management. Social considerations include human capital management, customer well-being, supply chain management and community relations. From a governance perspective, the key focus is on board composition, minority shareholder treatment, management incentives and corporate culture. Environmental and social characteristics are promoted by the Fund’s emphasis on leading companies with strong ESG practices identified by the Investment Manager and reflected in its ESG ratings. The Investment Manager also promotes environmental and social characteristics by seeking to avoid companies that do not respect global norms and conventions, and companies that derive a significant portion of their revenues from activities that the Investment Manager deems not to be compliant with sustainable investment principles, including, but not limited to, revenues drawn from tobacco, alcohol, weapons, adult entertainment, gambling, palm oil and fossil fuel enterprises. Companies that manufacture cluster munitions are also excluded. In determining whether or not to invest based upon these principles, the Investment Manager will incorporate industry accepted screening tools from vendors that it deems to be reliable. The Investment Manager has not designated a sustainable index as a reference benchmark. It measures performance and characteristics against the Fund’s primary benchmark. Third party ESG data are utilized to complement the Investment Manager’s internal ESG ratings as an additional reference measure for the Fund’s sustainability profile. 

  


